
MARCO® 2.0 CU. FT. L-SERIES BLAST POT
Marco 2.0 Cu. Ft. L-Series Blast Pot is the right piece of equipment for small industrial air-blasting projects 
and areas that are difficult to access with larger equipment. Marco blast pots are proudly engineered 
and manufactured in the USA and built in accordance with ASME guidelines. L-Series Air-Blast Pots are 
commonly used with mineral abrasives, slags, crushed glass, and glass bead abrasives. Typical applications 
for the 2.0 Cubic Foot L-Series Air-Blast Pot include: auto restoration, concrete restoration, lawn furniture, 
construction equipment, and hand tools.

SIMPLE CONTROLS
The Marco 2.0 Cu. Ft. L-Series Blast Pot eliminates the need for inlet 
valve, outlet valve, and twinline hoses, greatly simplifying operation and 
maintenance.
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REDUCED COST
The Macro Bantam Abrasive Metering Valve precisely meters most 
abrasives, reducing the amount of the abrasive consumed, increasing 
production rates at the nozzle.

PORTABILITY
The lightweight design makes the Marco 2.0 L-Series Blast Pot ideal for 
mobile work, where the operator may be in an area difficult to access 
with large equipment.
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The cast iron Marco 153 Remote 
Control Valve offers activation and 
deactivation control of the abrasive 
flow at the nozzle.

The Marco Bantam Abrasive Metering 
Valve precisely meters most abrasives, 
reducing the amount of abrasive 
consumed, increasing production rates 
at the nozzle.

The Marco 2.0 Cu. Ft. L-Series Blast 
Pot has a heavy-duty handle. and solid 
rubber tires for maneuverability quickly 
and easily around the work site.

The Marco 2.0 Cu. Ft. L-Series Blast Pot 
has a heavy-duty handle and solid rubber 
tires for maneuverability quickly and 
easily around the work site.



MARCO® 2.0 CU. FT. L-SERIES BLAST POT
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KEY FEATURES:
Includes 25 feet of coupled 1/2” I.D. 
heavy-duty blast hose
Solid rubber tires
Heavy-duty handle
Dished head
Includes four type 1 ceramic nozzles
Empty weight: 126 lbs.
Height: 39”
Width: 24”
Depth: 29”

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

The abrasive screen keeps 
over-sized abrasive and debris 
out of the blast pot.

Abrasive Screen

Convert easily to long lasting 1-1/4” 
threaded nozzles.

Threaded Nozzle Conversion Kit

The heavy-duty lid helps keep rain 
and damaging debris out of the 
blast pot.

Heavy-Duty Lid

Marco Blast Hose is available in 
standard lengths of 50, 100 and 400 
feet, and custom lengths up to 200 
feet.

Blast Hose

Allredi™ and Marco® are registered trademarks of Allredi, LLC.
All other brand names or marks are used for identification purposes and are 
trademarks of their respective owners
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